
On This Day: December 5, 2004
–  Turning  Point  2004:  Elix
Skipper Should Be Dead
Turning  Point 2004
Date: December 5, 2004
Location: Impact Zone, Orlando, Florida
Attendance: 700
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Don West

This is the second ever three hour PPV from TNA so don’t
expect much in the way of groundbreaking stuff. That being
said, the main event is one of the most famous as well as
scariest  moments  ever  in  TNA.  Also  to  the  best  of  my
knowledge, this is Randy Savage’s last wrestling match ever.
Let’s get to it.

Oh and I forgot: this is the DUMB angle where TNA sent guys to
a WWE show with a bunch of gifts and filmed the WWE wrestlers
talking and chatting with TNA guys. For some reason, this is
SCANDALOUS and we see the tape tonight.

The  opening  video  is  about  the  six  man  main  event  with
Hardy/Styles/Savage  saying  they  love  the  business  and  the
Kings of Wrestling (Hall/Nash/Jarrett) in Elvis suits saying
it’s about them. This goes on way too long and has way too
many Elvis jokes.

Vince and HHH impersonators say they’ll never allow the tape
to air. Abyss comes up with balloons and Fake HHH runs from
him. This could be a really long night.

Tag Titles: Ron Killings/BG James vs. Eric Young/Bobby Roode

3 Live Kru are the champions. They won the titles from the
Canadians a month ago, making this a rematch. Young and BG get
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things going with Young being rammed into all of the buckles.
Young tries to steal BG’s gyrating punches so the Kru hits
their version of What’s Up. Here’s Roode to face Truth. Truth
is a replacement for Konnan who is injured so this is under
the Freebird Rule.

Truth hits his usual not-WWE stuff and gets two off a spinning
kick.  The  Canadians  double  team  Truth  with  a  double
backbreaker for two. They take over with Roode bringing Young
back in. Young stomps on Truth in the corner but Truth won’t
even sell it at all. He pulls himself up and hits a missile
dropkick. No tag as it’s back to Roode. They try their own
What’s Up but Truth escapes and makes the tag.

James knocks Roode to the outside and punches Young down.
Roode comes back in and James gets two on him off a forearm.
Young goes up but Truth hits the ax kick. Roode hits his
spinebuster on James for a VERY close two. Roode sets for
maybe a spear but the Kru hits a Hart Attack with a side kick
instead of a clothesline. James loads up the pumphandle but
Johnny Devine runs in and hits James in the back with a hockey
stick so the Canadians can get the titles.

Rating: C-. Not terrible here and it was ok enough for an
opener. It wasn’t particularly good and I didn’t care who won
by the end. That’s a running problem for this era of TNA: the
matches and feuds aren’t really compelling as they’re trying
desperately to keep a show on and fill in three hours. There’s
some ok stuff in here though so it’s certainly not a failure
or anything.

Shane Douglas talks to the Director of Authority (GM/boss)
Dusty Rhodes. Dusty says this is a huge night and that the
Kings of Wrestling will get what’s coming to them. The fans
are talking on the internet about Cookie Gate. Yeah it’s about
the tape again.

We recap the X-Division 6 man. This involves Roddy Piper and



Jimmy Snuka for some reason. Apparently Kash has been saying
that Jimmy’s dive off the cage meant nothing while Sonjay’s
team  says  don’t  diss  the  Superfly.  I’ve  heard  far  worse
reasons to have a feud.

Matt  Bentley/Kazarian/Kid  Kash  vs.  Sonny  Siaki/Sonjay
Dutt/Hector  Garza

The beard doesn’t work on Kaz at all. Sonjay and Kash start us
off with some mat wrestling. Hector comes in and it’s Bentley
punching him. Garza was a guy that was supposed to get a big
push in TNA, even pinning Scott Hall if I remember. Siaki vs.
Kaz now as things speed up. Siaki and Sonjay team up for an
assisted rana to Kaz. Traci distracts Sonjay so Kaz can hit a
one armed DDT to give us our face in peril.

The heels work over Sonjay, mainly focusing on the arm. They
do the whole lack of tag thing to bring Bentley in to crank on
the arm even more. There’s a Stunner to the arm and the heels
work on Dutt’s arm even more. They tag in and out and all take
some shots at it. Kash sets for a hammerlock slam but rams the
arm into the buckle instead. Dutt tries to fire back with
right hands but Bentley takes him down by the arm.

Dutt is pulled back to the corner and Kaz comes in again and
more arm work follows. Do any of them know a match ending arm
submission? Dutt is sent to the ropes and manages to hit a
miracle springboard rana and it’s hot tag to Garza. Garza hits
a high moonsault on Kaz and everything breaks down. Garza
backdrops Dutt 360 degrees over the top to the floor. Traci’s
interference backfires and Garza gets the pin on Bentley with
a corkscrew moonsault.

Rating: C+. Pretty fun tag match here with more of a classic
story than a spotfest. That’s very nice for a change of pace
and it worked well here. Dutt did well selling the arm and
Garza looked like a big deal. Then he got busted for steroids
(which to be fair were legal in Mexico) and hasn’t really



appeared in America since.

Savage talks to Scott Hudson (seriously?) and says nothing of
note.

Coach D’Amore says Petey will keep the title.

Video on the Serengeti Survival Match, which means hardcore I
think. Monty Brown beat Abyss in a Monster’s Ball Match and
then got a world title shot on Impact. Abyss jumped him before
the match and the injuries cost him the title. There’s a focus
on thumbtacks in this.

Monty Brown vs. Abyss

Abyss is the monster heel here and Brown has bad ribs. Brown
wants to start it on the ramp and here we go. You can win by
pin, submission or slamming the other person into tacks. Abyss
rams him into the apron to work on the back. He pulls off the
tape early on and Brown is in trouble. Abyss gets a table set
up quickly and the fans want fire. Greedy freaks.

The table is set up in the corner and Abyss grabs a bag. The
fans still want fire. Brown comes back with a clothesline and
right hands. We’re in trouble now as Brown has used up about
50% of his offense in the first three minutes. Big boot gets
two for Abyss. West calls Abyss cunning and very smart. And
people wonder why he’s not announcing anymore. Abyss brings in
a chair and hits him in the injured ribs with it. Why don’t
heels  ever  have  injured  ribs?  When  you  turn  face  do  you
sacrifice the strength in your ribs?

The  chair  is  placed  on  Brown’s  ribs  and  Abyss  hits  an
Earthquake onto the chair for two. The fans chant to use the
table. All Abyss at this point as he pounds on the ribs. The
fans continue to get on my nerves by chanting various annoying
things. Abyss sets for another Earthquake but Brown moves the
chair to crotch Abyss. A chair to the head puts Abyss down and
Brown hits a British Bulldog powerslam onto the chair.



The Pounce is countered into the Black Hole Slam for a delayed
two. That’s not a move you often see kicked out of. Abyss
wedges a chair between the turnbuckles and of course is rammed
into it. The Pounce hits but it knocks Abyss to the floor. The
delay results in it only getting a two count. Brown tries
another Pounce but Abyss ducks, sending Brown head first into
the table for two. Both guys get bags of tacks and OH SWEET
MERCIFUL  GOODNESS  BROWN  RIPS  ABYSS’  SHIRT  OFF!!!  THEY’RE
JIGGLING!!! Brown hits an Alabama Slam into the tacks and I
need to go see a doctor.

Rating: C+. This was a fine lesson in hardcore wrestling.
Here’s the idea: if the match is about the guys and the
weapons are props, the match is usually better. When the match
is about the weapons and the guys are props, the match is
usually worse. This was about Abyss vs. Brown and the tacks
and  other  stuff  were  there  too,  making  for  a  much  more
entertaining match.

HHH and Vince break any tape they find, including Best of D-
Ray 3000.

Mike and Don run down the rest of the card.

Pat Kenney/Johnny B. Badd vs. Glen Gilbertti/Johnny Swinger

Gilbertti and Swinger are known as the New York Connection.
Great: Jacqueline is the referee. Kenney is kind of famous as
Simon Diamond from ECW. He and Swinger were a tag team in ECW
so there’s history there. There’s no story here that I can
find so we’re in filler territory. Kenney and Swinger start as
the fans chant Simon Diamond. Simon (screw it) fights off both
of the NYC until Gilbertti is sent outside.

Off to Badd who looks really weird with short hair. The NYC
double teams Simon to take over. Badd seems content to chill
on the apron. It’s not a heel move or anything. He just
doesn’t seem to care. Jackie breaks up some double teaming and
Swinger gets two off a clothesline. They work on Simon’s back



which was injured in the match somewhere. Simon hits a sitout
spinebuster on Swinger which allows the tag to Badd. Both
heels get knee lfits TKO to Glenn is broken up by Swinger.
Gilbertti  shoves  Jackie  and  Stuns  Badd  but  Jackie  gets
involved (of course) and slams Gilbertti. TKO by Badd ends
this.

Rating: D. Imagine that: Jackie messes up a match. To be fair
though the match was boring, mainly because there was no real
story to this. The NYC were one of the leftovers from the
older run of the company so they were brought along for about
five minutes. This was nothing of note though and was pretty
bad. To be fair though, it was just there to bridge us to the
second half of the show.

The Kings of Wrestling (who have no relation to Hero and
Castagnoli if you’re curious) put Savage (we couldn’t see him)
into a car and send it off, presumably making it a handicap
match later.

Recap of Raven vs. DDP. Raven wants to be world champion so
DDP came in and hit him with Diamond Cutters to come out of
retirement. Erik Watts is in this somehow too but his black
hole of caring keeps me from looking up why.

Raven vs. Diamond Dallas Page

Watts sits in on commentary. That’s fine as long as he doesn’t
wrestle. Page’s music is a complete ripoff of his WCW song.
Page  claims  Raven  has  been  living  somewhere  rent  free  so
tonight Page is collecting. Ok then. Discus lariat puts Raven
down. Page baseball slides Raven to the floor and they head
into the crowd. This is Raven’s Rules apparently.

Page hits him with a trashcan and we head back to ringside. We
had a ref bump in there somewhere so a replacement came out.
Page tries the Cutter but Raven grabs the rope. He puts on
some weird helmet he brought with him and rams it into Page
almost like Juggernaut. Raven has a chair brought in and then



facewashes DDP in the corner. Drop toehold onto the chair gets
two.

Page gets up like it’s nothing and hammers away on Raven.
Another discus clothesline sets up a regular clothesline but
the  Cutter  is  countered  by  a  low  blow.  Rollup  gets  two.
Another  rollup  gets  two  and  we’ve  got  blood.  A  horrible
bulldog gets two for Raven. Page belly to bellies him for two.
Raven superkicks him down for two. There’s no flow to this at
all as it’s more of a spotfest than the X match earlier.

Diamond Cutter only gets two and we’ve got druids. DDT kills
Page but it only gets two. Raven calls in the druids but Watts
comes in to stop them. Both get chokeslams and the druid is
revealed to be wearing khaki shorts. Watts turns on Page and
clotheslines him down. Cutter to Watts, Cutter to Raven, pin.

Rating: D. Bad match for the most part because these two don’t
bother selling anything. And why should they? Raven didn’t
have to in ECW because he hardly ever lost and Page didn’t
have to because he was over 40 in WCW. The match was really
boring as a result and I don’t think anyone cares. Watts’ turn
didn’t mean anything either.

Vince and HHH complain about the lack of food. Traci comes in
with milk and cookies and Vince yells at her, saying bring him
Dusty.

We recap the X Title match. Sabin won an Ultimate X match and
has countered the Destroyer a few times to get in Petey’s
head.

X-Division Title: Petey Williams vs. Chris Sabin

They trade counters to start and the fans are split. Cradle
Shock is countered and Petey is freaked out. They mess up a
leapfrog and Petey hits his leg on Chris’ head. Standoff as
Petey is getting frustrated. Springboard dropkick sends Petey
to the outside again and he almost jumps into the Cradle Shock



again. They head to the floor and Petey hits a sweet slingshot
rana from the ring to the floor.

Sabin one ups that and release powerbombs Williams into the
barricade. Then he heads into the crowd and dives over about
three rows of fans to clothesline Petey. Sweet sequence! Petey
gets in a shot though and D’Amore chokes Sabin while Petey has
the referee. Back inside and Petey does the O Canada bit as he
stands on Sabin’s crotch.

Standing  tornado  DDT  gets  two  as  well.  Tenay  rants  about
D’Amore as he’s known to do. Petey hits a few suplexes for
two. He’s trying to prove that he’s not a one move wonder. The
fans are still split. I think the guys are a bit tired as the
match has slowed down a good bit. Petey goes up so Sabin runs
the corner like Angle to suplex Williams down. So much for
things slowing down I guess.

They slug it out and neither guy can do much. Other than the
spinning enziguri by Sabin followed by the running powerbomb
for two. Sabin gets caught in the Tree of Woe but pulls up to
avoid a suicide dive, then hits a BIG plancha to take Williams
out. This is REALLY good. Petey flips into a Russian legsweep
for two. Destroyer is countered into the Cradle Shock which is
countered by Petey into a Sharpshooter!

Sabin gets the rope and they go to the corner. Chris sets for
what looks like a superplex but Petey tries a sunset bomb to
counter. Sabin counters that and flips Petey backwards so that
Petey’s face slams into the mat. That gets rolled through
after the contact into a piledriver by Sabin for a VERY close
two. Sabin tries the Cradle Shock but D’Amore gets on the
apron. That lets Williams get brass knuckles to hit Sabin with
for the pin to retain. That ending BLOWS after the match they
were having!

Rating:  B+.  This  was  AWESOME  as  they  were  countering
everything and kept the pace going for at least eighty percent



of the match. The ending is horrible though as they built up
the match forever and then just stop it dead with a cheap
ending. This got the crowd going strong for the two main
events  though  and  that’s  why  these  guys  are  out  there.
Excellent match and if you give it a better ending it’s a
classic.

A midget (Demo from Micro Championship Wrestling) beats up
Vince for no apparent reason.

Recap of the Kings of Wrestling vs. Hardy/Styles/Savage. The
Kings say they’re taking over and that’s about it. The other
three guys say they’re fighting for TNA.

Jeff Hardy/AJ Styles/Randy Savage vs. Kings of Wrestling

Savage was kidnapped remember. The Kings come out to Elvis
impersonator music and Elvis suits. AJ looks like he’s about
19 here. Jarrett is world champion. Hall looks almost human.
AJ and Jarrett start us off. Bah I can’t say Jeff in this. AJ
and the champ see who can get the bigger reactions from the
crowd  then  do  some  technical  stuff.  A  headscissors  takes
Jarrett down and a dropkick takes him down again.

Off to Hall. He and Nash are wrestling in those Elvis suits.
Give me a break. Hall works on the arm so AJ takes the knees
out to control. He wants Nash so Hall spits at him and makes
the tag. AJ uses the speed again and dropkicks all three Kings
down. Hardy is tagged in and dropkicks Hall and Jarrett down
as things speed up. Slingshot dropkick by Hardy has Nash in
trouble.

Nash gets in a big boot and Hardy is in trouble. Here’s the
champ who beat Hardy last month at Victory Road. I always
thought that was two or three months before this show. Jarrett
hot shots him on the top rope and it’s time to strut. Back to
Hall for a discus punch and chokeslam for two. Nash comes in
for a sideslam which gets two also. Back to Hall who hooks the
abdominal  stretch.  Nothing  but  trademark  stuff  from  the



Outsiders.

Hall hooks a modified STF but pulls on the hair instead of the
neck. That has to hurt. Hardy gets his mule kick (catching
Hall squarely in the hand) which is enough for the tag to AJ.
Things speed up again and AJ cleans house. Moonsault into the
reverse DDT gets two. Styles Clash to Jarrett is avoided and
Nash breaks up the springboard forearm. Fallaway slam for two
as  we’re  just  waiting  on  Savage  to  make  the  big  miracle
appearance.

Nash  hits  the  framed  elbow  (complete  with  Karate  Elvis
Action!) for two. Back to Jarrett and they work over the ribs
which the Outsiders started on. Naturally this leads to the
Figure Four LEG Lock but AJ rolls him up for two. Hall breaks
up the tag and Nash hooks a bearhug. See, THAT makes sense. AJ
makes the unseen tag and it’s back to Jarrett. They slug it
out and both hit cross bodies to put them down.

AJ finally makes the tag to Hardy and house is cleaned. Stroke
is countered into a Twist of Stunner and AJ adds a springboard
cross body to Hall. Nash takes out the referee though as the
numbers are catching up with them. Hardy goes up for the
Swanton but Hall hits him with the guitar. Hardy falls forward
onto Jarrett for the Swanton anyway but there’s no referee.
Here’s Savage with a big old bald spot as is his custom.
Naturally with everyone down he wants a tag and fires off
right hands. All three of the Kings get caught in sleepers for
some reason. Jarrett tries a sunset flip but Savage falls on
him for the pin.

Rating: C-. The match was ok but the ending was HORRIBLE
(again). Savage might have been out there 90 seconds. He would
be gone the next day because he proposed a one month title
reign for himself and said he’d drop it back to Jarrett the
next month but it was vetoed. That’s his last match, which is
a sad note to go out on.



Vince is loaded into an ambulance as HHH doesn’t know what to
do without him.

Video on Final Resolution. I remember this video actually.

Here’s the tape that has been talked about all night. Shane
Douglash, Traci (with cookies) and Abyss (with balloons) go to
see…a bunch of blurry objects. Roadie and Ron Killings are
there  too.  They  steal  some  catering  and  the  only  body  I
recognize is I think Eddie Guerrero. Seriously you can’t see
ANYTHING and they don’t say any names. These could be TNA
dudes for all we know. That was it? Seriously? WE SPENT TWO
AND A HALF HOURS BUILDING TO THAT??? Ok to be fair this was
when TNA was nothing so it’s a bigger deal I guess. Rey was
there too apparently but you couldn’t see him at all.

We recap XXX vs. AMW. This was the big tag feud in TNA as
they’ve  fought  dozens  of  times  but  there  hasn’t  been  a
distinct winner to the whole thing. They’ve had cage matches
before but they were in the four sided cage. AMW hit an
awesome Death Sentence from the top of the cage to win that
one. Now they’re having another cage match and the losing team
has to split up forever.

America’s Most Wanted vs. Triple X

This  is  one  of  the  things  that  TNA  did  that  was  indeed
different:  sometimes  something  other  than  the  heavyweight
title feud ended the show, which is definitely a good idea
here. The six man was just ok but this was a great match. This
is in a cage remember. AMW brings in handcuffs. That’s a
signature thing for them and they’ll come into play later so
remember that.

They have to tag here but I’ll give that ten minutes tops.
Daniels and Storm start us off. Is there a significance to the
tape that Daniels puts on his left shoulder that I’ve never
gotten? I’ve always wondered that. Off to Daniels who kicks
Storm in the back to take control. It breaks down quickly and



AMW double teams Daniels. Off to Harris as Daniels is already
busted open.

Skipper (XXX is Daniels/Elix Skipper if you weren’t sure on
that one) gets his team the advantage and gives it back over
to Daniels. He’s GUSHING already. Harris takes Skipper down
and it’s back to Storm. Powerslam puts Daniels down. They load
up the Death Sentence on Skipper but Daniels makes the save.
Skipper pulls a towel back and handcuffs Harris to the post.
West: “Oh what a dirty trick!” Yes, handcuffing your mortal
enemy to a cage and making him defenseless is the same sort of
thing you would hear on The Brady Bunch Don. Well called.

XXX double teams Storm and Daniels taunts Harris with the key.
They drive the key into the head of Storm and hit a double
team powerbomb/elbow combination for two. We get some heel
miscommunication and Storm spears Daniels. There’s the key and
Harris in free. That’s a nice twist on the hot tag because
it’s basically the same thing. Harris cleans house and Storm
is back up too.

I think everyone but Harris is bleeding. Triple X gets rammed
into the cage multiple times but Skipper grabs a belly to
belly to Harris. A suplex/cross body combo gets two. Hart
Attack gets two on Skipper. Daniels hits a quick Downward
Spiral to Storm and Harris goes into the steel. Harris is
busted too. Death Sentence (AMW’s finisher) gets two on Harris
who kicks out.

Skipper goes to the top of the cage (I don’t think you can win
by escape) to Harris POWERBOMBS HIM OFF THE CAGE for two. FOR
TWO. Angel’s Wings gets two for Daniels. Daniels goes up but
Harris  follows  him.  Now  it’s  time  for  the  highlight  reel
moment to end all highlight reel moments in TNA. Skipper is
sitting on another corner than Harris and TIGHTROPE WALKS THE
EDGE OF THE CAGE AND HURRICANRANAS HARRIS TO THE MAT!!! WOW!

Daniels IMMEDIATELY drops an elbow off the top of the cage BUT



IT GETS TWO. Daniels goes back up as we watch replays for a
four man Tower of Doom. Daniels overrotates and lands on his
face. Harris powerbombed Skipper who electric chaired Storm
who suplexed Daniels. Everyone is pretty much dead but Skipper
and Harris counter each others’ finishers. Everyone knocks
everyone else down and Harris handcuffs Daniels to the cage in
a nice play off what happened to him earlier. Last Call to
Skipper and AMW pins him with XXX’s PowerPlex to split up XXX.

Rating: A+. What else did you expect me to give this? This
match holds up incredibly well with the few moments from the
cage walk to the Tower of Doom being as breathtaking as you’ll
ever see. Absolutely awesome match and if you’re a fan of
bloodbath cage matches that leave your jaw hanging open, find
this right now because it’s excellent.

Overall  Rating:  B.  There’s  some  bad  stuff  on  here,  but
considering this is their second three hour PPV ever, this was
incredible. Things slowed down a bit after this when it became
about DDP and Nash and Jarrett, but they would pick it right
back up with Lockdown in a few months. Very good show although
it’s kind of hard to find. Check out the main event for sure
though.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of In Your House at Amazon for just $4
at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


